In *Making Sense of Genes*, Kostas Kampourakis conceptualizes the field of genetics through the lens of biology's evolving understanding of heritability and genes. Accessible but layered with nuanced detail, *Making Sense of Genes* not only breaks down the basic biochemistry behind complexities such as genetic mutation but also discusses the societal implications of genetic discoveries. By using detailed, clear schematics alongside illustrative analogies, Kampourakis elucidates the intricate molecular interactions and conceptual frameworks necessary to learn genetics out of the classroom. 

Alongside the detailed biology, Kampourakis provides a historical backdrop, grounding the research at each stage of genetic comprehension in the current understanding of the time. By walking the reader through genetics as it was perceived, Kampourakis offers context for fundamental discoveries, providing an often-overlooked perspective on the people responsible for basic biological research and the role of science in answering "economic and technological \[questions\]" rather than satisfying "human curiosity alone" (p. 26).

Along with a historical context, Kampourakis addresses familiar fallacies that have become commonplace, even among textbooks. From Mendel to Watson, Crick and Franklin, *Making Sense of Genes*makes the reader rethink the stories they have been told about genetic discoveries. 

At the same time, *Making Sense of Genes* pinpoints common misconceptions associated with genetics in society and the way they affect culture. Throughout the book, Kampourakis points out the disconnect between the popular conception of what genes are and how they work, and how genes actually function in both good health and disease. Kampourakis dedicates a large portion of *Making Sense of Genes* to explaining the development of this misconception. In addressing the varied concepts of genes presented in genetics courses and books, Kampourakis spells out how these misconceptions arose and presents a model for teaching genetics in a way that breaks down the barrier in communicating about genes. 

Overall, *Making Sense of Genes* presents familiar material in an unfamiliar light, keeping non-expert readers engaged without oversimplifying or relying on textbook narratives to explain genetic principles. 
